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MATHEMATICS 
ON THE COMPLETENESS OF THE QUOTIENT ALGEBRAS 
OF A COMPLETE BOOLEAN ALGEBRA. II 
BY 
PH. DWINGER 
(Communicated by Prof. H. D. KLoosTERMAN at the meeting of October 25, 1958) 
The present paper is a continuation of a previous paper 1). We shall 
conserve the current number of sections, lemmas and theorems. 
In the part I we have seen that if A is an infinite complete Boolean 
algebra and I an ideal of A, that AJI may or may not be complete. In 
case AJI is complete, then the natural homomorphic mapping A~ AJI 
is complete if and only if I is a principal ideal. We have proved (Theorem 
3.1) that if I is a prime ideal which contains the ideal generated by the 
set of atoms of A, that AJI is complete and that the homomorphic mapping 
A~ AJI is not complete. If A is atomless then this is true for any prime 
ideal of A. Moreover we have shown (Theorem 4.3), that there always 
exists an ideal I such that AJI is not complete. 
The main subject of this part II is to prove that if I is some ideal 
of an infinite complete Boolean algebra A, that AJI is complete if and 
only if lji is complete, where 1 denotes the principal ideal generated by I. 
It follows from this result that, in particular, we will be interested in those 
ideals I, for which .~)=A. These ideals are exactly the dense ideals of 
A and we shall derive sufficient conditions for a dense ideal I in order 
that AJI be not complete. 
§ 5. 
In this section we shall prove some lemmas on the existence of infinite 
sums in infinite Boolean algebras. 
Lemma 5.1 
If A is a complete Boolean algebra and I is an ideal of A and {x,, y E F} 
is a set of elements of A, such that x,z = 0 for every y E r and for every 
z E I, then 1 x: exists and 1 x; = ( 1 x,)*. 
""r yEr yer 
Proof. 
We have ( 1 x,)* ;>x; for every 6 E r. Suppose y* >x: for every y E r, 
""r 
then yx, EI, according to Lemma 1.2. Thus x,yx,='fjx,=O or y;>x, and 
1) On the completeness of the quotient algebras of a complete Boolean algebra I, 
Indag. Math., 20, 448-456 (1958). 
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thus Y> ! xr or y* > (! xy)*. We conclude that "'2, x; exists and 




If A is a Boolean algebra and {xr, y E F} and {Yr, y E F} are any two 
sets of elements of A, such that "'2, xy and "'2, Yr exist, then "'2, (xr+Yr) 
rer yer rer 
exists and "'2, (xr+Yr) = "'2, xr+ LYr· 
rer yer yer 
Proof. 
Let x= ! Xy and let y= ! yY, then x+y>xy+Yr for every y E r. 
yer yer 
Suppose z>xr+Yy for every y E r, then clearly Z>x+y. Therefore 
"'2, (xy+Yr) exists and is equal to ! xy+ "'2, Yr· 
yer yer yer 
Remark. 
It is obvious that Lemma 5.2 holds true for any lattice. 
Lemma 5.3 
Let A be a complete Boolean algebra and let I be an ideal of A. Let 
{xy, y E F} and {yy, y E F} be two sets of elements of A such that xy E I, 
where X= "'2, xy and y= "'2, Yr· Then we have that if "'2, (xy+yy)* exists, 
yer yer yer 
then I,x; and I,y; exist. Moreover if I,(xy+Yy)*=(_I(xy+yy))*, 
yer yer yer yer 
then I,x;=( I,xy)* and I,y~=( LYY)*. 
yer yer yer yer 
Proof. 
We shall prove that I,x; exists. Let u*= ,L(xy+yy)*= "'2, (x;+y;), 
yer yer yer 
then u* >x; for every y E rand thus, since x* >x;, u*x* >x; or (ux)* >x~ 
for every y E r. Similarly (uy)* >y; for every y E r. Now suppose that 
v*>x; for every y E r. Then v*+(uy)*>x;+y; for every y E r, thus 
v*+(uy)*>u*. Thus according to Lemma 1.2 we have that (v+uy)-u EI 
or v(u+y)u E I or vyu E I. Now x=xfj+xy, thus vux= vuxfj+ vuxy, xy E I, 
thus vuxy E I, vyu E I, thus vuxy E I. It follows that vux E I and thus, 
according to Lemma 1.2 v* > (ux)* and thus it follows that "'2, x; exists. 
yer 
Now suppose that 2,(xy+yy)*=(2,(xy+yy))*. Then I,x;=(ux)*= 
yer yer yer 
=u*x*= I,(xy+yy)* (2,xy)*=(2,(xy+yy))*(I,xy)*=("'2,xy)*, since 
yer yer yer yer yer 
( I,xy)*<( "'2, (xy+yy))*. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
yer yer 
The following lemma is an immediate consequence of the Lemmas 5.2 
and 5.3. 
Lemma 5.4 
Let A be a complete Boolean algebra and let I be an ideal of A. Let 
{xy, E F} and {yr, y E F} be two sets of elements of A such that xy E I, 
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where X= I Xr and y= I Yr· Then we have that if I x; exists, then 
yer yer rer 
I (x; + y;) exists if and only if I y; exists. 
rer yer 
§ 6. 
Let A be a complete Boolean algebra and I an ideal of A. For every 
x E A, we define x and x' as follows : x = I y, x' =xi. Moreover we denote 
1/~Z 
1/EI 
the sets of elements {x, xy= 0 for every y E I} by A ""I. Finally, 1 stands 
for the principal ideal generated by I. 
It is clear that A ""I is closed under (finite and infinite) sums and 
products and therefore A ,.. ... ;] is a I, IT-complete sublattice of A. 
Lemma 6.1 
If A is complete and I an ideal of A, then we have for every x E A 
(i) x' x=O, (ii) x' +x=x, (iii) x' E A"" I. 
Proof. 
(i) x' x=x i x= 0. 
(ii) x' +x=x i+ x=x+x=x according to Lemma 1.1 ans since x..;;;x. 
(iii) Suppose y E I, then x'y..;;;x' ..;;;x. But x'y E I thus x'y..;;;x. Also 
x'y..;;;x' thus x'y..;;;x' x=O according to (i). It follows that x' EA ""I. 
Lemma 6.2 
If A is complete and I an ideal of A and {xy, y E r} a set of elements 
of A, then we have 
(i) I x;* exists and I x;* = ( I x;)*. 
yer rer yer 
(ii) if I x; exists then I x; exists and if I x; = < I xy)*, then 
yer yer yer rer 
I X~=( I Xy)*. 
rer yer 
{iii) if I x: exists and 2 x; 2 x,. E I then 2 x; exists and if 2 x; = 
yer yer yer rer rer 
=( 2xr)* then 2x;=( 2x,.)*. 
)'ET )'ET )'EF 
Proof. 
{i) We have that for every y E rand for every z EI, x;z=O. Indeed 
I I d I I th I - Al I I th I 1 - 0 XyZ E an XyZ<Xr<Xy US XyZ<Xr· SO XyZ<Xy US XyZ<X,-Xy= 
according to Lemma 6.1 (i). Again it follows from Lemma 5.1 that I x;* 
exists and 2 x;* = { I x;)*. rer 
rer rer 
{ii) Since x=x;+xr for every y E r, according to Lemma 6.1 (ii}, 
it follows from Lemma 5.2 and from part {i) of this lemma that if 2 x~ 
)'EF 
exists that I x; exists and that I x; = I x;* + I x;. Now suppose that 
rer rer rer rer 
2 x;= (I Xy)* then we have I x;= I x;* + I x;= ( 2 x;)*+ ( 2 Xy)* = 
rer rer rer rer rer rer yer 
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= (I x;+ I x,)* = (I (x;+x,))* = (I x,)* according to part (i) of this 
yEr YEr YEr ycr 
lemma and part (ii) of Lemma 6.1. 
(iii) We have x,=x;+x,, I x; I x, e I and thus it follows from 
yEr ,,r 
Lemma 5.3 that I x; exists. Moreover it also follows from Lemma 5.3 
,,r 
that if I x;= (I x,)* that I X~= (I x,)*. 
l'Er ,,r ,,r 
The following lemma is an immediate consequence of Lemma 6.2 (ii) 
and (iii). 
Lemma 6.3 
Let A be a complete Boolean algebra and I an ideal of A. Let {x,, y e F} 
be a set of elements of A, such that I x; I x, e I. Then we have that 
yEr YEr 
I x; exists if and only if I x; exists. Moreover if I x; (and thus I x;) 
l'Er ,,r yEr ,,r 
exists then we have Ix:=( Ix,)* if and only if Ix:=( Ix,)*. 
yEr yEr YEr 
We recall that for every ideal I of a complete Boolean algebra, 1 denotes 
the principal ideal generated by I. We state the following Lemma. 
Lemma 6.4 
The ideal 1 consists of all the elements x, x eA. 
Proof. 
First, it is clear that X.: 1 for evervx EA. Now suppose that t E 1, 
then we shall show that t = t. IT I= {x,, y e F} then t < I x, and thus 
l'Er 
t = t I x, = I tx,. Now tx, e I for every y e r and thus we can write 
yEr l'Er 
t= I x,, where His a subset of r. Suppose that {x,, y E r2}, ncr, is 
yEr, 
the set of all elements for which x, < t, then n ~ H and I x, < t = I x, 
ycr.-r, ycr, 
and thus t = I x, = I x, + I x, = I x,. Therefore it follows that 
_ YEr, ycr, ycr.-r, ycr. 
t=t. 
Finally we shall prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 6.5 
Let It and I 2 be two ideals of a complete Boolean algebra A, such that 
I 2 ~It and such that I2 is a principal ideal. Let for every x e I2, x* and 
x** denote the images of x under the homomorphic mappings A-+ A{I1 
and I2-+ I2{I1 respectively. Let {x,, y e F} be a set of elements of I 2, 
then we have that I x; exists if and only if I x;* exists. Moreover if 
YEr ,,r 
Ix~ (and thus Ix;*) exists then we have that Ix;=( Ix,)* if and 
ycr yEr YEr YEr • 




First suppose that ! x;* exists. Let y** = ! x;*, y E h We shall 
yer yer 
prove that !x; exists and that !x;=y*. Let I 2 =(a). 
yer yer 
·we note that if p and q are any two elements of A such that p and 
q E I2, p** ;;.q** if and only if paq E It according to Lemma 1.2 and since 
pais the complement of pin I2. Now we have y** ;;.x;* for every y E r 
thus fjax, E I1. But xy.;;;;a, thus fjaxy=fjxy and thus fjxy E It and thus 
y* ;;.x; for every y E r. Suppose that for some z E A we have z* ;;.x; for 
every y E r, thus also z*y* ;;. x; or zyx, E I 1 or zyax, E I 1· On the other 
hand since y E I2, we have zy E I2 and thus (zy)** ;;.x;* and thus 
(zy)** ;;.y**. It follows that zyay Eft. But y.;;;;a thus zyay=zyy E I 1, 
thus (zy)*;;. y*. But also (zy)*.;;;; y* thus z*y* = y* or z*;;. y* and it 
follows that ! x; exists and ! x; = y*. If in particular ! x;* = ( ! xy) * * 
rer yer yer yer 
then it follows that ! x; = y* = ( ! x,)*. 
)'El' )'ET 
Secondly, let us suppose that !x; exists and let !x;=y*. First we 
rer yer 
shall show that y EI2. We have a;;.x, for every y E r, thus a*;;.x; or 
a* ;;.y* which means that ayE h and thus ayE I2. Also ayE I 2, thus 
y=ay+afjEI2.Now we shall show that! x;* exists and that !x;*=y**. 
yeT ycr 
Since y* ;;.x; for every y E r we have that fjxy E h or fjaxy E I1 thus 
y** ;;.x;* for every y E r. Now suppose that for some z E I2, we have 
that z** ;;.x;* for every y E r, then zaxy E I1. But axy=Xy thus ZXy E h 
thus z*;;. x; for every y E r and thus z* ;;. y*. Therefore zy E h or zay E h 
and thus z** ;;.y** and it follows that ! x;* exists and that ! x;* =y**. 
yer ycr 
If in particular !x;=( !xy)*, then !x;*=( !xy)**. This completes 
yer yer yer ycr 
the proof of the lemma. 
We are now able to prove the main theorem. 
Theorem 6.6 
If A is a complete Boolean algebra and I an ideal of A then Afi is 
complete if and only if 1{I is complete. 
Remark. 
It follows in particular that if I is a principal ideal that Afi is complete, 
but then, and only then, the homomorphic mapping A -? A{ I is complete. 
Proof. 
Let for every x E A, x* denote the image of x under the homomorphic 
mapping A-? AJI and let for every x E 1, x** denote the image of x 
under the homomorphic mapping 1-? 1ji. Suppose that 1{I is complete. 
Let {xy, y E F} be some set of elements of A. Then xy E 1 for every y E r, 
according to Lemma 6.4 and therefore ! x;* exists. But then it follows 
yer 
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from Lemma 6.5 that 1 x~ exists and therefore, according to Lemma 
yer 
6.2 (ii), 1 x~ exists. Conversely, suppose that AJI is complete. Let 
yer 
{xy, y E r} be a set of elements of 1. Suppose that 1 x;* would not 
yer 
exist, but then it would follow from Lemma 6.5 that ! x~ would not 
yer 
exist, contradicting the fact that AJI is complete. This completes the 
proof of the theorem. 
Remark. 
Lemma 5.3, Lemma 5.4 (which is based on the Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3), 
part (iii) of Lemma 6.2 and Lemma 6.3 (which is based on the parts (ii) 
and (iii) of Lemma 6.2) are not needed for the proof of Theorem 6.6. 
We have stated these lemmas for the sake of completeness and since 
they seem to be of some interest in themselves. 
In the part I we have raised the question whether every infinite complete 
Boolean algebra A has a quotient algebra AJI such that AJI is complete 
but such that the homomorphic mapping A__.,.. AJI is not complete. We 
found (Theorem 3.1) that if I is a prime ideal that contains the ideal 
generated by the set of atoms of A, then AJI is complete and the mapping 
A__.,.. AJI is not complete. In case A is atomless, then this is true for every 
prime ideal of A. 
Now we shall show that every infinite complete Boolean algebra A 
has a quotient algebra AJI such that AJI is complete and such that the 
homomorphic mapping A__.,.. AJI is not complete and where I is not a 
prime ideal. (The ideal in Theorem 3.1 is necessarily a prime ideal). 
Theorem 6. 7 
Every infinite complete Boolean algebra A has a quotient algebra 
AJI such that AJI is complete and such that the homomorphic mapping 
A__.,.. AJI is not complete and where I is an ideal of A which is not prime. 
Proof. 
According to Theorem 2.2 A has a countably infinite disjointed subset 
X. Let X1 be an infinite proper subset of X. Let X1 be the principal ideal 
of A generated by the elements of X1. If X1 = {xt, i =I, 2, ... }, then it 
00 
is clear that X1={t,tEA and t<. 1x,. Now we assert that X1'iA. 
i=l 
Let y be an element of A, such that y EX, but y ¢ X 1• We may assume 
00 00 00 
that y,PO. Suppose that y EX1, then y<. 1xt or y=y 1xt= 1YXt=0, 
i=l i=l i=l 
since X is disjointed. Therefore y ¢: X1 and thus X1,PA. Now according 
to Theorem 3.1 X1 has an ideal I such that X1/I is complete and such 
that the mapping X1 __.,.. X1JI is not complete (I is prime in X1 and not 
principal). It is clear that I is also an ideal of A. Now it follows from 
32 
Theorem 6.6 that AJI is complete and that the mapping A-+ AJI is not 
complete. Finally I is a proper subset of X1 and X1 is a proper ideal of A 
and thus I is not a maximal ideal of A, which means that I is not a prime 
ideal of A. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
§ 7. 
We have seen in the previous section (Theorem 6.6) that if A is complete 
and I some ideal of A that AJI is complete if and only if 1ji is complete. 
This means that those ideals I for which 1 =A are of special interest for 
our investigation. We shall prove that these ideals are exactly the ideals 
which are called dense in the following sense. 
An ideal I of a Boolean algebra A is called a dense ideal, if for every 
xEA, x#O, there exists an element y#O, yEI, such that y.;;;.x. 
Theorem 7.1 
If A is complete then an ideal I of A is dense if and only if 1 =A. 
Proof. 
Suppose that 1 =A and suppose that I would not be dense. Then there 
would exist an element a EA, a#O, such that for all x#O, x EI we have 
x 4:; a. But if x E I, then xa E I and since xa.;;;.x we would have xa= 0. 
It follows from Lemma 1.2 that x.;;;.ii for all x E I or I x=ii. But since 
a:EI 
1 =A we have I x= 1 and therefore ii= 1 or a=O, contradicting a=O. 
a:EI 
It follows that I is dense. Conversely, suppose that I is dense and suppose 
that Ix=a<l. Since a<1 we have that ii>O thus since I is dense 
a:EI 
there exists an x EI, x#O and x.;;;.ii. But also x.;;;.a, thus x.;;;.aii=O, 
contradicting x~O. It follows that Ix=1 and thus 1=A. 
a:EI 
In the following theorem we shall derive sufficient conditions for a 
dense ideal of a complete Boolean algebra A in order that AJI be not 
complete. 
Theorem 7.2 
If A is an infinite complete Boolean algebra and I a dense ideal of A 
with the property that the sum of every infinite disjointed subset of I 
does not belong to I, then AJI is not complete. 
Proof. 
According to Theorem 2.2 A has a countably infinite disjointed subset, 
the elements of which we can denote by Ytf, i= 1, 2, ... , j= 1, 2, ... . 
Since I is dense there exists a set of elements {xu, i = 1, 2, ... , j = 1, 2, ... } 
such that Xif~ 0 and XtJ<Yii and. such that Xtf E I for all i and j. Clearly 
00 
this set is also disjoint. Putting for every i= l, 2, ... , Xt= I Xif, we 
00 1=1 




that Xt E A -I for every i. Let x = L Xi and suppose that for some 
i=l 
pEA, p,;;;x and Pt=PXt E I for every i. We shall show that fitXi E A -I 
for every i. Indeed suppose that for some i we would have PiXt E I. But 
Pi EI thus PtXt El, thus Xt=PXt+PiXi EI, contradicting Xt EA-1. 
Now I is dense, thus there exists a set of elements {qt, i = l, 2, ... }, 
00 
qrl= 0, qi E I and qi < PiXi for every i. Putting q = L qi we have that 
i~l 
q EA-I. Now we shall show: (l) q,;;;px, (2) q1=qxi for every i. (l) We 
00 00 00 
have L Pt = p 2 Xi= px = p. Therefore fixt = (Il 'f>k)xt for every i. Now 
i~l i~l k~l 
Pk > ::t"t for k =I= i. Indeed PkXt = 0 for k -1-, ·i, since Pk < Xk and since the set 
{xi, i = l, 2, ... } is disjointed. Therefore Pk >Xi for k =1= i. It follows that 
00 00 
fiXt=fitXt. Now qi<PtXt=PXt thus q~= .2 qi=px. (2) We have qxt==( L qk)Xt 
i=l k-1 
for every i. But qkxt < PkXkXt == 0 for k =I= i, thus qxi = qtXt. But qi <Xi thus 
qxt=qt. It follows from the above argument, that the elements p, q, Pt, qt, 
i= l, 2, ... satisfy the conditions of Theorem 4.1 and therefore we may 
conclude that L xt doe~ not exist. This completes the proof of the 
theorem. 
We shall show that Theorem 7.2 can be generalised in the following 
sense. 
Theorem 7.3 
If A is an infinite complete Boolean algebra and I an infinite ideal of A 
with the property that the sum of every infinite disjointed subset of I 
does not belong to I, then A/I is not complete. 
Proof. 
It follows from Theorem 7.1 that I is a dense ideal of 1. Moreover 1 
is infinite since 1 is infinite. It is clear that the sum of every infinit~ 
disjointed subset of I belongs to 1---1. Therefore it. follows from the 
previous theorem that 1ji is not complete. Applying Theorem 6.6 we 
conclude that Afl is not complete. 
§ 8. 
Let A be complete and let I be a dense ideal of A, such that A/I is 
complete. It follows from Theorem 7.2 that not for every infinite disjointed 
subset X of I we have IX E A I. However we can prove the following 
stmnger result. 
Theorem B.l 
Let A be a complete Boolean algebra and let I be a dense ideal of A 
such that AJI is complete. Then we have that for every a E A -I there 
exists an infinite subset X of I such that x <a for every x EX and such 
that LX E I. 
3 Series A 
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Proof. 
Suppose that for some a E A- I there would not exist such a set X. 
Consider the principal ideal (a), then it is clear tha.t. the set-theoretic 
intersection In (a) of I and (a) is a dense ideal in (a). We note that (a) 
is a complete Boolean algebra. According to Theorem 7.1, we have 
that 2,(I n (a)) =a. Since a E A -I it follows that In (a) must be 
infinite. Thus a is the sum of an infinite number of elements each of 
which belongs to I. But then it follows from Theorem 2.1 that a is also 
the sum of a disjointed set P of elements each of which belongs to I 
and it is clear that P must be infinite. It is easy to see that we 
can denote the elements of p by XY;' Yi E ri, i = 1' 2, ... ' where every 
co 
indexset ri is infinite. Let for every i, Xi= 2, XY;' then L Xi= a. Since for 
yeri i=I 
every yi, xy, <a and since every ri is infinite we have by hypothesis 
that Xi E A -1 for every i. We also note that XiXj = 0, for i =1= j, 
because of the distributive law (3), § l and since P is disjointed. Now 
co 
we shall show that 2, xi does not exist. In order to prove this we shall 
i-1 
show that for every y E A for which y* >xi for every i, there exists an 
element ~£ E A, such that u *>xi for every i and such that ~t * < y*. Thus 
co 
suppose that for some yEA we have y* >xi for every i. Now ( 2, Xi)* ;;;,xX 
co 00 i=l 
for every k and thus (y 2, Xi)*= y* ( 2, Xt)* > xt for every k. Putting 
co ·i-1 i-1 
(y 2, Xt) =y', we have that y* > y'* >xi for every i. It follows that 
i-1 
(y'xi)*=y'*x{;;;,x{, but Xi EA-I, thus x{=I=O* and thus (y'xi)*=I=O* and 
therefore y'xi E A -I for every i. It follows from a similar argument as 
above that every y'xi is the sum of an infinite number of disjoint elements 
each of which belongs to I. Therefore we can write for every i, y' Xi= 2, z;., 
Aie.1i 
where every indexset Ai is infinite and where every z,~1 E I. Now select 
for every i an index Ai E Ai, say A.~ and let Ui = 2, z,~;. Then we have 
AieAi 
Ai =:=A/ 
y'xi=Z;.,;+ui. But Zt.'; EI, thus (y'xi)*=u[. On the other hand we have 
seen that (y'xi)* >xi thus it follows that u{;;;,x{ for every i. Putting 
co 
U= 2, Ui, we have that u;>ui for every i and thus u* ;;;,u{ and therefore 
i=l co 
u*;;;,x{ for every 1:. Now we shall show that u*<y'*. We have 2,y'xi= 
00 00 ~ 00 00 00 i=l 
= 2,(y2,xk)xi~ 2,(y2,xkxi)= 2,(yxi)=y(2,xi)=y', because of the 
i-1 k-1 i-1 k-l i-1 i-1 
infinite distributive law (l), § l and since the set {xi, i= 1, 2, ... } 
0... co 00 00 00 
is disjoint. Therefore y' = 2, 2, z;.; = 2, z,~,; + 2, 2, Z;.; = 2, z.v; + 2, Ui = 
i=l AieAi i=l i=l Aie"1i i=l i=l 
oo Ai * J...i 1 




y'* =1= u*. First, one can easily prove that u .1 z2, 1 = 0 since the set 
•-1 
{z .. 1,A.tEAt,i=1,2, ... } is disjoint. Suppose y'*=u*. Then we would 
00 00 
have according to Lemma 1.2 that uy' EI, but y' = 1 z2, 1 +u or u 1 z .. ,, EI. 
i~l i-1 
00 00 00 00 
We also have u 1z;/1 =0 thus u> 1z"'• and thus u 1z.v1 = 1z .. ,1 EI. 
i~1 i~l i~1 i-1 
Now z.v1 <a for every i. Indeed we have y'xt= 1 Z,<1, thus for every i 
A;EA1 
we have z .. ,.;;;; Xi for all Ai E At, thus in particular z .. ,1 .;;;; Xi for every i. But 
00 
x,.;;;; a for every i thus z .. ,, .;;;; a for every i. Therefore 1 z .. ,, E I contradicts 
i~1 
the assumption and thus it follows that y'* =1=u*. Thus we have that 
u<y'*.;;;;y* and thus u*<y*. Moreover u*>xt for every i and therefore 
00 
it follows that 1 xt does not exist contradictory to the fact that AJI 
i-1 
is complete. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
We can extend Theorem 8.1 to the case in which I is not necessarily 
dense. Indeed suppose A is complete and AJI is complete. Let a be some 
element of A such that a E A -I. According to Lemma 6.4 we have that 
a E 1 thus a E 1-I. Moreover AJI is complete thus according to Theorem 
6.6 we have that 1ji is complete. But I is dense in 1, according toTheorem 
7.1. It follows from Theorem 8.1 that there exists an infinite subset X 
of I, such that x.;;;;a (and thus x.;;;;a) for every x EX and such that 1X E I. 
Therefore we arrive at the following Theorem. 
Theorem 8.2 
Let A be complete and let I be an ideal of A such that AJI is complete. 
Then for every a E A for which a E A -I, there exists an infinite subset 
X of I such that x.;;;; a for every x E X and such that 1X E I. 
We shall apply Theorem 8.1 to the following case. Let A be the Boolean 
algebra of all the subsets of an infinite set P of elements (points). Let I be an 
ideal of A containing all the points of P and let AJI be complete. It is 
clear that I is dense in A. Let K be some subset of P such that K E A -I. 
It follows from Theorem 8.1 that K contains an infinite set of disjointed 
subsets of P such that each of these subsets belongs to I and such that 
the set-theoretic sum of these subsets belongs to I. Therefore K must 
contain an infinite subset of P which belongs to I. Thus we have the 
following Theorem. 
Theorem 8.3 
Let P be an infinite set of elements (points) and let A be the Boolean 
algebra of all of its subsets. Let I be an ideal of A satisfying the following 
conditions: 
(i) Every point belongs to I, (ii) Afl is complete, 
then every infinite subset K of P for which K E A-I contains an infinite 
subset which belongs to I. 
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